ANNUAL LIST OF CONTRACTORS and of the specific contracts/order forms under framework contracts

(Points 2 and 3 of Annex 1 of the Financial Regulation)

SECTION I: AWARDING AUTHORITY

I.1) Official name and address of the awarding authority

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nom</th>
<th>G.E Te Kolste</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head of Resources &amp; Support Department</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ERC Executive Agency

Address:
Place Rogier 16
1210 Bruxelles
Belgique

SECTION II: LIST OF CONTRACTORS

II-1 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICE

N° HR/R3/PR/2014/078 – RANDSTAT
Object: « Prestation de services de mise à disposition de travailleurs intérimaires »
Total amount of order forms is **876,317,00€**

II-2 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICE

N° DI/7650 - BECHTLE
Object: « Informatic services»
Total amount of order forms is **78,407,92€**
II-3 **Type of contract**: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICE

N° DI/7630 - BECHTLE  
Object: « Informatic services »  
Total amount of order forms is 83,525,85€

II-4 **Type of contract**: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICE

N° DI/07720 - BECHTLE  
Object: « Informatic services »  
Total amount of order forms is 32,364,84€

II-5 **Type of contract**: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES

N° DI/7610 - CANCOM  
Object « Informatic services »  
Total amount of order forms is 56,759,76€

II-6 **Type of contract**: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES

N° DI/7370 - COMLIN  
Object: « Storage equipment and storage-related services »  
Total amount of specific contracts/order forms is 71,462,92€

II-7 **Type of contract**: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES

N° DI/7560 - CANON  
Object: « Informatics services »  
Total amount of order forms is 16,338,74€

II-8 **Type of contract**: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES

N° DI/7360 - COMPAREX  
Object: « Informatics services »  
Total amount of order forms is 44,736,62€

II-9 **Type of contract**: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES

N° DI/7470 - COMPAREX  
Object: « Informatics services »  
Total amount of order forms is 112,110,90€

II-10 **Type of contract**: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES

N° DI/6940 - GETSYS  
Object: « Informatics services »  
Total amount of order forms is 36,213,41€
II-11 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES

N° DI/07722 – INSIGHT
Object: « Informatic services »
Total amount of order forms is 27,308,34€

II-12 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES

N° DI/7338 – ONE4EU Consortium
Object: « Informatics service » Lot 3
Total amount of specific contract is 283,470€

II-13 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES

N° DI/7331 – PANOPYL Consortium- Lot 1
Object: « Informatics services »
Total amount of specific contracts is 500,090,30 €

II-14 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES

N° DI/7330 - EURORA1 Consortium - Lot 1
Object: « Informatics services »
Total amount of specific contracts is 346,399,08€

II-15 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES

N° DI/7334 – FOUR-CE Consortium - Lot 1
Object: « Informatics services »
Total amount of specific contract is 141,319,20€

II-16 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES

N° DI/7270 – GISIS GROUP
Object: « Informatics service »
Total amount of specific contract is 105,599,30€

II-17 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES

N° DI/7701 – EURORA NOVA Consortium - Lot 1
Object: « Informatics service »
Total amount of specific contract is 59,957,70€

II-18 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES

N° DI/7704 – EXXEL4EUB Consortium- Lot 1
Object: « Informatics service »
Total amount of specific contract is 52,006,90 €
II-19 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES

N° BUDG/2016/PO/01 N. 0825053 Lot 2 – ARHS Consortium
Object: « Services in the areas of the development and operations of accounting and financial information technology systems »
Total amount of specific contract is **117,980,00 €**

II-20 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES

N° 2016/RTD/OP/PP-04281-2016 Lot2 - TRIPLE A
Object: « Production of promotional material »
Total amount of order forms is **19,133,60€**

II-21 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES

N° ERCEA/A2/PO/2015/22 - TEAM WORK
Object: « Organization of stands and exhibitions in and outside the EU »
Total amount of order forms is **35,918,82€**

II-22 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES

N° ERCEA/A2/PO/2016/12 - AKIO
Object: « Media monitoring and analysis »
Total amount of order forms is **81,904,97€**

II-23 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES

N° HR/R3/PR/2015/005 - ABILWAYS
Object: « Organisational development services: process consultancy, coaching, capacity building and moderation of large events. »
Total amount of order forms is **27,455,00€**

II-24 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES

N° EPSO/EUSA/PO/2014/069 lot 2 - GROUPE BERNANRD JULHIET & KIENBAUM
Object: « Coaching for managers and teams »
Total amount of order forms is **15,165,00€**

II-25 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES

N° HR/R3/PR/2015/003 Lot 4 - ABILWAYS
Object: «Services de consultance pour le soutien à l'apprentissage et développement du personnel employé par les institutions, organes et agences de l'Union Européenne»
Total amount of order forms is **67,860,00€**
II-26 **Type of contract:** FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES  
N° EPSO/EUSA/PO/2013/063 - DELOITTE  
Object: «Services de consultance destinés au personnel chargé des ressources humaines au sein des institutions, agences et autres organes de l'UE»  
Total amount of order forms is **69.500,00€**

II-27 **Type of contract:** FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES  
Object: «Organisation and management of events»  
Total amount of order forms is **22.479,76€**

II-28 **Type of contract:** FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES  
N° PO/2016-20/A5 – NOVACOMM Consortium  
Object: «Digital communication services »  
Total amount of order forms is **77.230,00€**

II-29 **Type of contract:** FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES  
N° SCIC-2016-S5-3471731-AV&C2 Lot 1 – TELMACO S.A  
Object: « Service and equipment in the field of audio-visual and conference technology»  
Total amount of order forms is **30.200,33€**

II-30 **Type of contract:** FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES  
N° SCIC-2016-S5-3471731 - AV&C2 - Lot 3 – TELEVIC Conference N.V  
Object: « Maintenance, operational services and rental of AV&C equipment »  
Total amount of order forms is **29.375,12€**

II-31 **Type of contract:** FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SUPPLIES  
N° OIB.DR.2/PR/2013/038/579 – AHRENDB.V.  
Object : « Fourniture de mobiliers pour espaces de convivialité et de restauration »  
Total amount of order forms is **33.555,57€**

II-32 **Type of contract:** FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SUPPLIES  
N° OIB.DR2/PO/2014/055/622 Lot 1A - PAPAPANAGIOTOU SA"DROMEAS"  
Object: « Supply of sustainable design furniture for non-managerial staff and management »  
Total amount of order forms is **29.583,92€**

II-33 **Type of contract:** FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SUPPLIES  
N° OIB.DR2/PO/2014/055/622 Lot 3A – INTERSTUHL BUROMOBEL GmbH&Co  
Object: « Fourniture de sièges de travail»  
Total amount of order forms is **21.479,98€**
II-34 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SUPPLIES

N° OIB.DR2/PO/2014/055/622 Lot 4A - AHREND
Object: « Fourniture de mobiliers pour salles de réunion, de formation et de conférence »
Total amount of order forms is 140,441,89 €